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To: Butler, Matthew  
Subject: Opposed to lightsourcebp
 
 As a life ling resident of the shawnee area, I treasure the beautiful countryside and prime farmland.
With the state of the current world and the pending food shortages that are being projected the
idea of completely destroying the plantable farmland with environmentally destructive chinese
made solar panels is absurd. The chemical runoff from said panels as well as inverters into the soil
and waterways, the flooding and the total decimation of wildlife including endangered breeds of
giant woodpeckers, i myself have seen the very elusive bird and i can affirm the one i saw was at
least 13-14" tall and when in flight is large with a wingspan of approximately 30" and fast! I was
awestruck at the size. 
  Im not opposed to solar on a residential home, i have 15 panels on my home and sell my extra
power back to the ohio power grid at reduced price, (i do my part) and have done a commercial for
the company with whom I've purchased the system, however my system impedes NO wildlife,
human life nor destroys large areas of prime agricultural areas, surrounding and destroying homes
and habitats and with the weather we have in ohio though my power bill has been reduced i have an
electric bill every month even in the summer. 
 Solar on such a massive scale on prime farmland in this area is NOT nearly as feasible as smooth-
talking salespeople who ultimately just want to enrich themselves would have you believe. 
   I could go on endlessly with reports easily accessible and some already delivered to Ohio siding
board about the dangers of chemical leaching not necessarily from panels although and as well as 
but from Motors and inverters, the EMF radiation the cancers the genetic birth defects the harm to
people with pacemakers and other metal surgical implants a project such as this is not feasible or
acceptable in an area that is populated in any way shape or form anyone who would suggest such a
thing has absolutely no regard for their fellow man or any of God's creatures not to mention the
historical aspect of the area. And let it be known the last time I brought up with anyone about the
historical aspect of the area the next time I was out in the country I have been to see a team of men
field walking like they were searching for something a few times they've been over picked a small
object up cleaned it off compared with the other people with them and then put it in their pocket
my question is what did they do with the arrowheads they found and did they deny finding them... 
 Signed, 
    jillbarnes66@gmail.com 
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